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Abstract 
We give some easy methods to check sufficient conditions for the weak convergence of
stochastic processes indexed by smooth functions. The main condition is a moment condition 
on the increments of the process. We apply this to empirical processes and U-processes in the 
independent identically distributed case. We also consider empirical processes under different 
types of dependence onditions. 
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1. Introduction 
Here, we consider weak limit theorems for stochastic processes indexed by smooth 
functions. Usually limit theorems for empirical processes and their generalizations are 
obtained for either VC classes or classes which satisfy an entropy condition. A key 
step in the proof of limit theorems for empirical processes indexed by VC classes is 
a symmetrization. As to the bracketing case, one of the main ingredients in the proof is 
a Bernstein-type inequality. So, in the case where neither symmetrizations nor 
Bernstein-type inequalities are possible, to obtain limit theorems for empirical pro- 
cesses indexed by general classes of functions is a problem. Here, we see that for a class 
of smooth functions another procedure is possible. 
We will give some sufficient conditions for the weak convergence of a sequence of 
stochastic processes {Z , ( f ) : f  E ,~-}, n ~> 1, where ,N is a class of smooth functions. By 
weak convergence, we mean weak convergence of random elements with values in 
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/~(~)  (the set of uniformly bounded functions defined on ~ with the supremum 
norm) as in the following definition: 
Definition 1.1 (Hoffmann-Jorgensen, 1984). Let {Z, ( f ) : f~  .~-}, n >/ 1, be a sequence of 
stochastic processes, and let {Z( f ) : f  e ,~-} be another stochastic process. We say that 
the sequence of stochastic processes {Z, ( f ) : fe  ~},  n/> 1, converges weakly to 
{Z( f ) : f  ~ ,~} in l~(~) i f :  
(i) sup:~[Z , ( f ) [  < ~ a.s. for n large enough. 
(ii) There exists a separable subset S o f /~(~)  such that Pr*{Z ~ S} = 1. 
(iii) E*[H(Z,)] ~ E[H(Z)] for each bounded, continuous function H in l~(~-). 
We will denote this by {Z, ( f ) : f s .~}G{Z( f ) : f~W}.  The following 
(finite dimensional approximation) characterization of weak convergence is well 
known: 
Theorem 1.2. Let {Z,(f) :  f 6 ~},  n ~> 1, be a sequence of stochastic processes such that 
supj~:[Z,(f)]  < c~ a.s. for each n >~ 1. Let {Z( f ) : f  6~} be another stochastic 
process uch that sup:~ ~ [Z(f)[  < oc a.s. Then, the sequence of stochastic processes 
{Z , ( f ) : f  e J~}, n >1 1, converges weakly to {Z( f ) : f  6 ~} in l~(W) if and only if the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) The .finite dimensional distributions of {Z , ( f ) : f  6 ~} converge to those of 
{z(f):.f :}. 
(ii) For each positive integer q, there exists a map ~q:Y ~ Y such that the eardina- 
lity of {Uqf:fe ~} is finite and 
( ) 
lim lim sup Pr* {sup [Z,( f )  - Z,(rCqf)l >1 tl~ = 0 for each rl > 0. 
) 
In Section 2, we give some general weak limit theorems for processes indexed by 
smooth functions. The proof consists on doing a chaining on process defined on 
Taylor expansions. The chain is controlled using a moment condition. This approach 
can be used in very different situations. In Section 3, we apply these results to 
empirical processes and U-processes over i.i.d, sequences. In Section 4, we consider 
empirical processes whose underlying sequence of random variables satisfies a 
dependence condition. Andrews (1991) has another approach to the study of the 
central limit theorem for empirical processes indexed by smooth functions under 
dependence onditions. 
2. Some weak limit theorems for processes indexed by smooth functions 
Here, we give some (very easy to check) sufficient conditions for the weak conver- 
gence of processes indexed by smooth functions on [~d. We will measure the smooth- 
ness of functions by the method in Kolmogorov and Tikhomirov (1961, p. 307). Given 
> 0, let fl be the greatest integer (strictly) less than ~. For x := (x ~1) . . . .  , x(a)) ~ Ed and 
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r := (rl, . . .  ,rd) E [~,d  ( [~,  is the set of all nonnegative integers) and a functionfon ~[~d 
we define 
0L,!t 
[r] = rl + ... + r,, x~:= (xm) . . . . .  (xCel)~, and Dr['= (~?xll~) . . . . .  ((~xCe~),. 
(2,1) 
Given F c ~d and a function f defined on F having all partial derivatives DT" of 
orders [r] ~< fi, we define 
IDrf(x) - D~f(y)l 
II.['l[o,l,,:= sup[ f  (x)[ and 11 fll~,v:= max sup (2.2) 
xCy 
where lul:=(yJ_l(u<i))2)l/2, for u=(u  ~11 . . . . .  u{a~)eR ~. We denote the set of all 
functions f :  F--+ R satisfying Ilfilo.v ~< Ko and IlfH=,v <<- K,  , by .Y=(F, Ko,K=). 
Sometimes, we will rescale the class of functions to a domain with diameter less than 
one, Given a > 0 and Xo ~ F, let F~,,,~, :,~,(F, Ko, K=) --+ ,Y=((a- 1 _ 1)Xo + a ~F, Ko, a=K=) 
defined by {Fof)(x) =f(xo  + a(x - Xo)). This map F, is a bijection. The diameter of 
(a -~- l )xo+a ~Fisa  ~ times the diameter ofF.  
First, we give some sufficient conditions for the weak convergence of stochastic 
processes indexed by smooth functions with a bounded domain F, 
Theorem 2.1. Let O < ~,Ko,K~ < ~ and let 1 <. p < vc. Let F be a bounded and 
convex set of E d, containing more than one point. Let .~ = ,~(F ,  Ko, K~). Let ~.~ be 
a vector space of functions on F containing Y and all the functions ofthefi)rm p(X)IA and 
f (x ) I  a where p(x) is a polynomial, . [ '~,Y and A is a Borel set of Rdc~F. Let 
{Z,(f)  : f ~ <J}, n >~ 1, be a ,sequence of stochastic processes and let {Z( f ) :  f 6 span(.~-)} 
be another process (we denote by span(,~), the linear span of J ) .  Suppose that there are 
a sequence of positive real numbers {a,}-,~= 1, a positive constant Co and a random variable 
X on F such that 
(i) For each f l ,  f2 c~,  each hi, b2 c [R and each n. 
Z . (b l j i  4- b2.12) = b lZn( f , )  4- b2Zn(f2). 
(ii) E[ IZ , ( f ) [ ]  <~ Co ]If(X)lip for each f ~ ~, where I[f(X)lip = (E[[ f (X) lP])  ~/p. 
(iii) [Z~(f)[ ~< a, I ] f (X)  l]~. a.s. for each f e (.~. 
(iv) ~w~ < :~. 
(v) For each f , , f2  • span(,~-) and each bl,b2 e R, 
Z(b,f~ 4- bzf2) = b,Z( f )  4- b2Z(f2). 
(vi) Z. ( f )  5 Z( f ) fo r  each f in  span(~).  
Then, 
[Z , ( f ) :  f e ~} a {Z( f ) :  f e ,~}. (2.3) 
Proof. We apply Theorem 1.2. Conditions (i) and (vi) imply convergence of the finite 
dimensional distributions. So, it suffices to check condition (ii) in Theorem 1.2. c will 
denote a finite constant depending only on ~ and d, which may vary from line to line. 
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that F ~ [0, 1] d. It follows from the Taylor 
theorem that there exists a constant c such that for each functionf e ,~-, each Xo, x e F, 
and each s e N*e with Is] ~< fi 
D~f(xo) 
IOSf(x) - ~ ~ O. 7~v. (x - x°)"-sl <~ cK~'lx - x°l=-t~' (2.4) 
k=0 [r ]=k 
where(x -Xo)  ~ s - -0 i f r i<s i fo rsome l~<i~<d, and(rl . . . .  ,rd)!=l]~=lri!.  
For each nonnegative integer t, we divide [0, 1] d into 2 td disjoint hypercubes 
A,.~, .. . ,  At,2,, having the same length of edge, so that the partition at the level t + 1 is 
a refinement of the partition at the level t. These hypercubes can obtain any part of its 
boundary in order to be a disjoint partition of I-0,1] d. Let J ( F , t ) - -{1  ~<j~< 2t: 
A,. jmF # 0}. For eachj e J(F,t), take a point x,,~ in A,, jmF. Let 
2" ~ D~f(x,.~) "I 
r , f (x )= E E E r~(X-X , , , )  ,.,~F. (2.5) 
j= l  k=O | r ]=k  
We have that 
2u- J ld fl 
z,f(x} - ~t_lf(x) = E E E ~ (s!) ~(DV(x,,j) - c,(x,_,.q,x,,j)) 
q=l  j:AticA,_Lq k=O [s]=k 
x (x - x,,j)*la,.j<v, (2.6) 
where 
P y D'f(x,_, ,q) 
Cs(Xt - l 'q 'X t ' j )=  k=OE [r~= k- 77]7~l  (Xt , j - -X t - l .q ) r - s "  
By (2.4), 
I D~f(x,.a) - c,(x, 1,q,X,,j)[ 4 cK~lx,, a - x,_ 1.ql =-r*J ~ cK=2 -'(=-tsj) 
So, 
2 td fl 
[Z , ( r , f ) -Z , ( r ,  mf) l~<cK~ ~ ~ 
j=  1 k=O [s l=k 
Hence, 
E [sup I 
I f  ~ ~ 
2-'( ~ k)IZ,((X -- X,,j)~IA,~F)I .
Z . (z t f )  - Z. ( r , -  1 f ) I ]  
2 td 
<<, cK~ 
j= l  
2 td 
<~ cK~ 
j= l  
2 ~d 
<~ cK~ 
j=m 
2rd 
<. cK~ 
j= l  
ii 
~ 2-"=-k)E[IZ,((X--X,, j)SlA, j~F)[] 
k=O [s]=k 
p 
~ 2-,(~ k)II (X - Xt.j)~IA,,~V)Pip 
k=O [s]=k 
p 
Z Z 2-'~(Pr{ X ~ At,jefF}) lip 
k=O [s]=k 
2- '~(Pr{A,, jn F})I/P <~ cK=2-"~-d(P- ')/P)(Pr{X e F} )lip. (2.7) 
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Take q~ > qo, we have that 
L J ~ ~ L ~ ~ ~ 
ql 
+ y, cK~2 "~ d(p i,,p)(Pr[XeF}),,," 
t -qo+ 1 
By hypothesis (iii) and (2.4) 
E[sup lZ , , ( f ) _  Z,(rqof)ll <~ cK=a,, 2 ql, 
k,f~ 
Hence, 
I 1 " E suplZ, ( f ) -Zn(rqof ) l  <~cK~ Y, 2 '~-aP-~/P'(Pr[XeF})I'P. (2.8) L fe  ~ t=qo+ 1 
Let 
2 ~''d II 
"cqof(x)= ~" ~ ~, (r!) 'm(J~r, qo)(X--'%o.i)rlA,,,,,..~v, 
j=  1 k=O [r]=k 
where m(f,r,  qo) = 2 -q°¿~ tr])[2q°t=-['])D'ftx .)0 By the argument in (2.7) J ,,- qo,J J" 
E[suplZ.(roof)-Z.(eq,,f)l]<~c2 -q°¿=-e'p ' 'P ' (Pr{XeFI)  ''p. (2.9t 
L.f~ s 
We have that supx~, . I . f (x ) -q , , . f (x ) l<~cK,~lx -x , . i l  ". So, supx~ulzqof(x)l~< 
Ko +cK~2 q°L Let 5 , . j=sup{bx-  x, . j l :xeA,. imF }. Let in=l  +Y~=OY--[r]=k 
1 = 1 + Y~=:o (k+~ 1). Take different points y~ . . . . .  3',, in A,.jc~F such that ]y~ - x,.i] 
~> (m + 1) 16 • for 1 ~< 1 ~< m. Consider the system of linear equations I..1 ' 
13 br  _ ,¢ r 
rqo.f(Y,)= ~, Y, ~(Y, . ,,i) , l <. l < m, 
k=O [r l=k 
with unknown variables h,, [r] ~< ft. Then, it is possible to find out b, as a function of 
Zq~,./'(yl), 1 ~< 1 ~< m. So, Ib, I ~< c5,7)'](Ko + K~2 qo~). This implies that ID'f(Xq..fll <~ 
cSt.J'](K0 + K~2 -q°~) for each j. Therefore, {f~,,J':fe .Y} is finite, let us say 
= [.qqo.  . . . . .  ........ }. 
TakeJqoj e .Y such that "Cq~,.fq,,,j = ,qqo.j. Define 7~qo.f= go.i if "~,,fqo,j = fq.J2 Then 
sup IZ,,(.f) - Z,,(rCqo.[')l <~ 2sup IZ , , ( f )  - z,,('G, f I I .  
.1'~ ~ y~ 
From this, (2.8) and (2.9), it follows that the sequence of maps ~ r~q~* satisfies condition 
(ii) in Theorem 1.2. [] 
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The chaining argument in the proof of the last theorem is similar to an argument in 
Arcones (1994a). We also have the following: 
Lemma 2.2. With the notation in Theorem 2.1, suppose that conditions (i)-(iv) in that 
theorem hold. Then, there exists a universal finite constant c depending only on d and ~, 
such that 
g IZ,(fla)l <~ c(go +, ,o  
x (Pr{X e A}) lip 
for any Borel set A contained in F, where d(A) is the diameter of A. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that d(A) = 1. The argument in the 
proof of Theorem 2.1 gives that 
E(~up lZn(fIA) -- Z,(Zoo(fIA))I] ~ cK~2-q°tP~ aP+d'/P(Pr{X E A}) l ip. (2.10) 
Since by an argument in Theorem 2.1, ID~f(Xqo4)l <<. c6~.)rl(Ko + K~2-q°'), for each 
[r] ~< fl and each nonnegative integer t, we have that 
p 
IZ,(rqo(fla,,,.j~r))l <~ c ~ ~ ]D~f(Xqo.j)(X - Xqo.j)~IA, j~el 
k=0 [r]=k 
• r l  
k=0 [r]=k 
for eachf~ Y. Hence, by the argument in (2.7), 
E[~up ,Z,(zqo ( flA))[] <~ c(Ko + K~2-q°~)2q°d(P-')/P(Pr{X E A}) lip. (2.11) 
The claim follows taking qo:= max{j ~> 0:j integer and 2 j ~< (K~/Ko) 1/~} if Ko ~< Ks 
and qo = l otherwise. [] 
The following theorem applies to a class of functions ~ defined on the whole o~d: 
Theorem 2.3. Let ~ be a class of measurable functions on ~d. Let { Rj } ;~ 1 be a partition 
of ~d in bounded and convex sets, containing more than one point. Suppose that 
restricted to Rj is contained in ,~( Rj, Ko.j, K,,fl. Let ~ be a vector space of functions 
on ~d containing ~ and the functions of the form either p(X)IA or f(x)IA where p(x) is 
a polynomial,f ~,~ and A is a Borel set ofR d. Let {Zn(f) :f e c5}, n ~> l, be a sequence qf 
stochastic processes and let {Z( f  ): f ~ span(,~-)} be another process. Suppose that there 
are 1 <~ p < ~, a sequence of real numbers {a,}~= 1, a finite constant Co and a r.v. X on 
~d such that 
(i) For each f l , f2 ~ ~, each bl,b2 E ~ and each n 
Z.(b, f l  + b2f2) = b,Z,(f~) + b2Z,(f2). 
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(ii) E [IZ.(f)l] <4 Co [If(X)lip for each f 6 ~,~. 
(iii) IZ,(f) l  ~ a, llfll~ a.s.for eachfe,% 
(iv) ~ < :~. p 
IK(P°t-dp+d)Pla- .i~) ~ OC;, (v) }~=~(Ko..i + ,,-o,j 'K~!y l)p la '(d(Rj))e(p ~)/P)(Pr{X ~ R3 1/p 
where d(Rfl is the diameter of R;. 
(vi) For each f>.f2 • span(,¢-) and each bl,b2 • ~, 
Z(b,.l~ + b2.f2) = b~Z(.f) + b2Z(f2). 
(vii) Z, ( f )  £ Z( f )  for each f in span(,~). 
Then, {Z, ( f ) : f  ~ ,~-} e; {z( f ) :  f G ,~}. 
Proof. Let J1 be the class of functions obtained by restricting the functions on ,:~ to 
R i. By Lemma 2.2, given ~: > 0, there is a J < ~ such that 
Ersup IZ.( ,f)t] ~ <c.2. 
i= J+ l  [ _ fe  ~, 
By Theorem 1.2, for each i ~< J there is a map ~: f~ --+ ,,~ such that #~ < oc. and 
Pr*lsuplZ"(f-nuf)l>~JIs,~ ~, lt~]} ~ j - lg  
for each i4  J and n large enough. Hence, there is a map ~:,N ~,~ such that 
(g/)]R~ = ~zi(flR,), for 1 ~< i ~< J, and (rtf)l~ , = 0 for J + 1 ~< i. So, 
f 
Pr* {sup IZ . ( f -  =f)l/> 
+ Pr* I  sup ]Z,( 
( J' ~ k);'=j+ 1 "& 
f ) l  > cl 4 2c 
) 
for n large enough. [] 
Observe that if the partition (D * does not consist of bounded sets, we can apply "tixjj j = 1 
the last theorem to a further partition in bounded sets. 
Sometimes, it is convenient to express condition (v) in the previous theorem in an 
alternative way: 
Lemma 2.4. Let f be a class oJJ'unctions on ~'~, let 1 <~ p <~ so, let d(p - l)/p < ~ and 
let P be a probability distribution on R d. Then, the Jbllowin9 are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a partition {R;} ofN d and sequences of constants {Ko,a} and {K~d }
such that ,~ restricted to R i is contained in ,~-~(R,i, Ko.j, K~.j) and 
i.Ko,j + ,~o.j --~,j 
,i = 1 
(2.12) 
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(ii) There exists a partition {Rs} ofN e and sequences of constants {Ko4} and {K~4 } 
such that d~ restricted to R2 is contained in ff~(Rj, Ko4, K~,j) and 
• (Ko,j + K~4(d(R)))')(P(R2)) up < ~. 
j= l  
(2.13) 
Proof. Obviously (ii) implies (i). 
Assume (i), if UKo ~< K~4(d(Rj)y), take 
d We divide R s in mj sets Aj.~ . . . . .  Aj,mj of diameter mf ~d(Rs). Then, ~- restricted to 
Aj,~ is contained in ~,(Aj,t, Ko4, K,,s) and 
~, (Ko4 + K~4(d(Ai,z))')(P(Aj, t)) lip 
/=1  
,.j 
~< 2Ko, i ~, (P(Aj.I)) up <~ 2Ko4m~ (p- 1J/P(P(Rj))UP 
/=1  
,.)K,,,(p:¢ pd+d)(p¢O i d(p 1)(pc0 i d(p ~< "--04 K~,j (d(Rj)) ')/P)(P(Rj)) 1Iv. 
If K~4(d(Rj)y ~< UKo, take ms = 1 and Aj,~ = Rj. Hence, (ii) follows for the partition 
{Aj,t: 1 <~ l <~ mj, 1 <.j]. [] 
As to optimality of the theorems in this section, see the comments on the optimality 
of Theorem 3.1. 
We also consider another case coming from the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.5. Let m: ~ --* ~ be a nonnegative,function. Let
,~ = {f: R ~ ~;f(0) = 0, there exists a function ,q such that [g(t)P ~< m(t), 
f (x) = [i~ g(t)dt, for x > O, and f (x) = - t~" g(t)dt, fi)r x < 0}. 
Let {Z,(f) :  f • :~}, n >>- 1, be a sequence of stochastic processes of the fi)rm 
F ; Z,( f )  = f(t) dA,(t) = - g(t)A,(t) dt, (2.14) rX :~, 
where {A,(t): t • R} is a sequence of stochastic processes with respect o which (2.14) is 
defined fi)r each f • ,~. 
Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) There is a stochastic process {Z(f) : fE3~} such that the finite dimensional 
distributions of {Z, ( f ) : f  • ,~-} converge to those of {Z( f ) : f  ~ ~-}. 
(ii) There exists constants Co > 0 and p >~ 1 such that E [IZ,( f) I]  <~ Co H f (X) I]p, fi)r 
each f•  J .  
(iii) There exists a sequence of positive real numbers {a,} such that IZ,(f) l  ~< a, 
IIf (X)ll~, J~)r each f•  .~ and each n. 
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(iv) supul:~Mlm(t)l < oc, fi)r each M < ~. 
(v) limM~ ~c lim sup,~<>Mm(t)E[[  A,(t)I] dt= 0. 
Then, {Z , ( f ) : f  ~ ~},  n >~ 1, converges weakly to {Z( f ) : f  ~ ,~}. 
Proof. Since ,~ restricted to [ -  M, M], where M < ~, is contained in ,~( [ -  M, M], 
Ko, K~) for some Ko,K1, by Theorem 2.1, {Z,(f l l ,  _< M):/~ ,~;} converges weakly to 
[Z(fll,l<,M):,f~,~;}. Given e,>0, by condition (v), there exists a M<zc  
such that 
E[ sup IZ.(.L~I>M)I] <~ |
• f~ ~ , ) l t l  > M 
m(t)E[I A,,(t)l] dt 4 ¢:, 
for n large enough. So the result follows from the argument in Theorem 2.3. [] 
3. Some applications in the i.i.d, case 
Here, we apply the results in Section 2 to obtain limit theorems for empirical 
processes and for U-processes over a sequence ofi.i.d.r.v.'s {X¢I{21 with values on R d. 
Let ,Y be a class of measurable functions on Rd, let X be a copy of X~ and let P be the 
-1  n law of X. We denote the empirical measure by P, = n }2¢=~6x,. The empirical 
process indexed by ,x is defined by 
{v.(f):= nl/Z(P. - P).f : f ~ ,~I. 
Observe that E[lv,(J')l 2] <~ E[f2(X)] and that 
follows from Theorem 2.3: 
(3.1) 
v,(f)  l ~< 2nl/2 II.f [I .... Theorem 3.1 
Theorem 3.1. Let ~ be a class of measurable functions on ~d. Let {Rj}~£ 1 be a partition 
of ~d in bounded and convex sets, containing more than one point. Suppose that 
(i) .~; restricted to Rj is contained in :~:(Rj, Ko.i, K~j). 
(ii) d/2 < ~. 
x id-(2:¢ d)(2z0 IK/--d{2~) t~Agj ~ ~d~2~tDg]7~ ~1/2  (iii) y~=l(Ko4 + ~o.~ "'~.i ~u~,,j, ' - -~"m < ~, where d(R/) is the 
diameter ( f  Rj. 
Then, {v,( f):  f s ,~} -G {G(f): f e ~},  where {G(f): f E ,~} is a centered Gaussian 
process with covariance given by E[G(fl)G(fz)] = Cov(Jl(X),Jz(X)). 
To discuss the optimality of the previous theorem, we need the following lemma: 
( :x~, 
Lemma 3.2. Let ,Xj}j= 1 be a sequence of i.i.d.r.v.'s with wdues in a measurable space 
(S,,~) and let A c S. Then 
n(P(A))2(1-P(A))2 1:2 I " 1 
(P(A))I:z(1 -- p(A)) 1/2. 
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Proof. Let Z. = n- 1/2~7 = l(Ixj ~ A - -  P(A)). By the convexity of log(E [ [Z. [P]), 
El-IZ.I 2 ] ~< (EEIZ.I])2/3(E[[Z.I4]) 1/3. 
We have 
EI-IZ.I 2] = P(A)(1 - P(A)) 
and 
E [OZ, 143 = 3(n - 1)n- I(p(A))2(1 - P(A)) 2 + n- ~P(A)(1 - P(A))(1 - 3P(A) 
+ 3(P(A)) 2) ~< 3(P(A))2(1 - P(A)) 2 + n IP(A)(1 - P(A)). 
So, the result follows. [] 
Of course, it is not possible to get from the weak convergence of {v, ( f ) : fe  Y} any 
differentiability condition on the class. For example, if X is degenerate, the weak 
convergence of any empirical processes indexed by any class of functions is (trivially) 
true. But, condition (ii) in the last theorem issharp. If d/2 = ~, then the uniform central 
limit theorem fails for ~-,([0, 1] d, 1, 1) and P equal to the Lebesgue measure in [0, 1] d 
(see p. 229 in Strassen and Dudley, 1969). As to condition (iii), if there is weak 
convergence 
supE[suplv"(f)'l<°~'. [_fe~ 
By Lemma 3.2 and taking f= ~j~=I6jKo,jlRj for [~1 ~< 1, 
( I3>supE[I~IPl j-~l t~Jg°'jVn(IRj)1 
= supE KO,jlV.(IRj 
n j 
=sup ~ Ko j (  n~(RRJ)'~(1- P(RJ')2 ,]1/2 
' \ i j)I -P tR j t t+ 1/ n j=l 3 
= 3- 1/2 ~ Ko,j(P(Rj))l/2(1 _ P(Rj))u2. 
j=l 
So, y~j~ 1Ko.~(P(Rj)) 1/2 < ~. It is not possible to deduce anything about the sequence 
{K,,~ } from the weak convergence of the empirical process v,. For example, if there is 
a sequence of points { yj } such that y~ ~ R j, ~ [Rj is a constant function (with absolute 
value less than Ko,j) and P is concentrated on {yj}, then the emprical process 
converges weakly if and only if y,~.=IKo,j(P(Rj)) 1/2 < 0o. To see this, just observe that 
this class of functions satisfies the conditions in Theorem 3.1 for any ~ and any 
sequence {K,.j}. However, in general, we need to assume a condition on the sequence 
{K~,~} and the condition 
~ /¢"(2at--d)(27) 'K~(2,) ~(d(Rj))a/2(p(Rj))l/2 < 0(3 (3.2) "'~O,j 
j=l 
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is sharp. To see this, suppose that R = [0, 1] a, P is uniformly distributed on [0, 1] a and 
4Ko ~< K=. Take ,~- = Y~([0, 1]a, Ko ,K=) .  Then, there exists a function f :  [0, 1] a --+ [R 
such that IIf II o, II f II~ ~< Ks, OT"(x) = 0 for each [r] = fl and each x in the boundary of 
[0, 1] a and If(x) l > cK~ in a nonempty open subset of [0, 1] a (c is a positive universal 
constant). Let m:= [(K~/Ko)I /=].  For each i = (i ~1~ . . . . .  i la~) where iJ l~ is an integer, 
0~<i a )~<m-  1, wedefine 
{o -=l ' (m(x I1~ - i I1)) . . . . .  m(x  laJ - i~a))) if m-l i  °) <. x °) < m- l ( i  °) + 1), .flm.~(x) = ' otherwise 
For each [6~1 ~ 1, 52i'7,, ..... i . . . .  l (~ im,  .. . .  ita) f,. i'" ....i '~' ~ ,~.  If v. converges weakly, then 
E[sup:~#lG( f ) l ]  < oc. We have that 
°(,.....{ .... ,,... ..... ,.,,..,)] 
d d 
Y~ E[lOIf~,,,,,, .... ,,,.,)1] > c ~ (E[IG(L,, ,) I  =]) ''= 
i m . . . . .  i I''l= 1 i III . . . . .  i t ' l=  1 
d 
E 
itl) . . . . .  i I''l = I 
2 1/2 __ cK(27_d) I2~)_ IKd~2a ) 1 (E[ I fm,i(X) l ]) >~ cme/eKo - o ~ • 
Therefore, condition (3.2) is sharp. 
Precedents of Theorem 3.1 can be found in Strassen and Dudley (1969), Dudley 
(1984), Gin6 and Zinn (1986), Arcones (1994a) and van der Vaart (1994). Another way 
to prove Theorem 3.1 is using bracketing. Using bracketing, van der Vaart (1994) 
proved a weaker version of Theorem 3.1. He needed to assume regular variation of the 
sequence {Kj (P(R j ) ) I /2} ,  uniform boundedness of the diameter of the sets in the 
partition and that Ko, j  = K~.s = Ks. In fact, it is very easy to prove Theorem 3.1 using 
bracketing methods, even the II'll, bracketing in Strassen and Dudley (1969). Given 
a class of functions ,T defined on F, let 
N~(u, Y )  = min{r : 3 measurable functions f l  . . . . .  J; such that for each (3.3) 
f6Y ,  31 ~< i ~< r such that sup l f / (x ) - f (x ) l  ~ u}. 
xeF  
It follows from the proof of the theorem in p. 225 in Strassen and Dudley (1969) that 
E[sup  ~:'," ~/2 i ~= , ( . f (X i ) -  E [ f (X i ) ] )  ]<~ (E( [ f~) (X) ] )  1/2 
f[ + c ( logN.~(u ,N) ) l /2du  (3.4) ) 
for any n >~ 1, any class of functions N and any functionfo e N. Suppose the assump- 
tions (and notation) in Theorem 3.1. Denote by ~~-~ for ~N restricted to Rj. For each 
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k/> 1, let (Xk,j}j°~= 1 be a sequence of i.i.d.r.v.'s with distribution given by 
Pr{Xk.j~ A} = Pr{Xj ~ AC~Rk} 
Pr{Xj e Rk} 
We have that 
E[sup n ~ i=1  ~ (f(X,)Ix,~R,--e[f(X,)lx,~R,]) ] 
=i 
j= l  
-<i 
j= l  
(3.5) 
n '/2pr{Nk=j}E[~up ~=~(f(X,,k)--E[f(X,,k)])], 
n a/2pr{Nk=J}JX/2supm-'/2E[SUPm<.. Lf~.~ ,~=I(f(X"u)-E[f(X"k)])] 
--tl-1/2E[N 1/2] sup m-1/2E[sup ~ (f(Xi,k)--E[f(Xi,k)]) ] 
m<~n L f~¢k  i=1 
( [ ~ ])1/2 r ~.] ] 
<<. E n -1 IX,~Rk supm-l/2E sup (f(Xi,k)--E[f(Xi.k)]) 
i=1 m~n [ fe-~k i=1 
=(P(Rk))I/2supm, n<~n 1/2E[sup/f~ i~=l(f(Xi,k)--E[f(Xi,k)]) ], 
where Nk = y~7= llx,~gk. Observe that previous computation holds for any class of 
R ~ By Theorem 13 in Kolmogorov and functions ~ and any partition { k}k=l . 
Tikhomirov (1961), there exists a universal constant c such that 
log No~ (u, ~,(R, K, K)) <~ c(K/u) d/~ (3.6) 
for each R c [0, 1] d and each u > 0. By rescaling 
log N~ (u, Y,(R, Ko, K,)) <~ c((Ko + (d(R))~K,)/u) d/~ (3.7) 
for each R c [0, 1] d and each u > 0. (3.4) and (3.7) imply that there exists a finite 
constant c such that 
r ] 
E I sup n -1/2 ~ ( f (X i .D-  E[f(Xi,D]) [ <~ c(Ko,k + (d(RDyK,.D, (3.8) 
I_f ~ ~k i = 1 A 
for each k,n ~> 1. From this, (3.5) and the argument in the proof of Theorem 2.3, 
Theorem 3.1 follows when condition (iii) is replaced by the condition: 
• (Ko,k + (d(Rk))~K~,k)(P(Rk)) 1/2 < ~.  (3.9) 
k=l  
Since by Lemma 2.4 these two conditions are equivalent, Theorem 3.1 follows. 
Using the central imit theorem under L2 bracketing in Ossiander (1987) previous 
argument simplifies. We include both, because (3.5) is of independent interest. Given 
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a measurable space (S, ~9~), a class of measurable functions :~ on S and a probabil ity 
measure P on S, the bracketing number correseponding to the p-norm is defined by 
N(f)(u,,N, P) = min {r: there exists measurable functions f l ,  ... ,J; and (3.10) 
A~ . . . . .  A~, such that PAl <<, u p for each 1 4 i 4 r; 
and for each . fe~- ,  there exists 1 ~<i4  r such that 
I.,"~ - f l  ~ A,}. 
By (3.7) 
log Nl(~)(u, ,~k, P) <<- c((Ko,k + (d(Rk))~K~.k)(P(Rk))l/2/u) a ~ (3.11) 
for each k ~> 1 and each u > 0. By the proof of the Ossiander theorem, there exists 
a finite constant c such that 
E[sup n ,=~1 (f(Xi)-- E[f(Xi)]) ] <~ (E[.f~(X)]) 1/2
+ " f  i" (l°gN~'(u'~'~'P)l"2du (3.12) 
for any n >~ 1, any class of functions (~ and any function Joe  ,(~. Hence, 
E I  supLI ~~ n-L'2 i ~= i (f(Xi)Ix'eR~ -- E[f(Xi) Ix'eR~]) ] 
<~ C(Ko.k + (d(Rk))'K~.k)(P(Rk)) 1/2 (3.13) 
and Theorem 3.1 follows. 
Next, we will consider the case of the class ,~- = ,~-,(R d, Ko, K~). Gin6 and Zinn 
(1986) gave necessary and sufficient conditions for the weak convergence of empirical 
processes indexed by this class in the case d = ~ = 1. In Arcones (1994a), we showed 
that the same conditions are also true for .2 > ½d = ½. Here, we consider the case 
~>½d. 
Theorem3.3. Let ,~ be a class of measurable .functions on R d. Let .¢ X i~ be a • ~ D j  = 1 
sequence qf i.i.d.r.v.'s with values in ~d. Let ,Y = ,/7,(~d,Ko,K~), where c~, Ko and Ks 
are.finite constants. Suppose that ~ > ½d. Then, the fi)llowin,q are equivalent: 
(i) Zj~= I(P(Rj)) 1/2 < oc, where ~¢Rj~3=~ ~ is the partition ~?[~ d consistin9 of. the 
hypercubes of the form 
[kl,k 1 + 1)x .-. x [kd,ka+ 1), 
where kl . . . . .  kd are inte,qers. 
(ii) {v , ( f ) : je  ,Y} converqes weakly. 
Proof. ,Y restricted to Rj is contained in ,~(R  s, Ko, K~). By Theorem 3.1, (i) implies 
(ii). It is easy to see that the arguments after Lemma 3.2 give that (ii) implies (i). [] 
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Suppose that instead of using both the norms I[ " [I 0,F and [[ .[[~,F, we only use one 
norm. Next, we see that does not make any sense to consider only the norm II • IIo,F. 
X oc • • , Let { j}~=~ be a sequence of kl.d.r.v, s with values in a bounded set F such that 
Pr{X1 = a} = 0 for each a. Then, X~, ... ,X ,  are all different. Let f f  = { f :F - - .  R; 
IIf]lo,F ~< 1}, Let g, = I lx ...... x,} and let go be the identically zero function. Then, 
sup Inl/2(P. - P ) ( f~  - f2 ) l  >1 In'/Z(P. - P ) (go  - g l ) l  = n 1/2. 
P(f  ~, f 2) <~ 
So, ~ does not satisfy the central limit theorem. Suppose that Y = {f:F--+ R; 
Ilf[[,,v ~< 1} satisfies the central limit theorem and X1 is not degenerated. If ~ > 1, 
then the functionsf~(x) = cx, c ~ R, are in ~.  So, 
in contradiction. Because of this and a previous comment, in order to get nontrivial 
limit theorems in this situation, we must take ½d < c~ -%< 1. This implies that d = 1 and 
1 < c~ ~< 1. Next, we consider the case d = ~ = 1. 
Theorem 3.4. Let m: ~--* R be a nonnegative function. Let ~ be the class of all the 
functions on R such that there exists a function g such that [g(t) ~< m(t)]for each t ~ R, 
and f ( t )  - f (s)  = ~tg(u)du, for each s < t. 
Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) ~°~oom(t)(P(X 1 <~ t))I/2(p(x1 > t))l/2 dt < ~.  
(ii) P ( IX I  >/ t )~' ,m(s)ds- - ,0  as t~oc .  
(iii) supl, I~ M] m(x)[ < o% for each M < oc. 
Then, {n 1/2y~,= 1( f (X i  ) _ pf): f e ~} converges weakly. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that f(0) = 0, for eachfe  ~.  Let 
Z , ( f ) :=  n 1/2Z7=l(.f(Xi) - Pf)  and let A,(t) = n- I /2y,7=l( Ix,~, - P(Xi  <~ t)). By 
condition (ii) and a change of variables 
Z. ( f )  = f(t)  dA.(t) = g(t) A.(t) dt, 
o~ o(J 
where g is the function satisfying f ( t ) - f ( s )= ~'sg(u)du for each s < t. We apply 
Theorem 2.5. Obviously conditions (i)-(iv) in this theorem are satisfied. We have that 
m(t)E[]A,( t ) [ ]dt  % m(t)(P(X1 <~ t))I/2p(x~ > t))Z/2dt < oc. 
So, the result follows. [] 
Next, we note that in the case when 
n -1/2 ( f (X i )  -- Pf)  = f ' ( t )A,(t)dt,  
i= l oo 
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the weak convergence of {v,(f)" f~ ,N} implies condition (i). Observe that by 
Lemma 3.2, 
sup E sup ]v,(. = sup E m(t) lA,(t)ldt 
n L f • ~ n -- .x 
f 
~ ( n(P(X,  ~ t))2(p(x, > t ) )  2 )1/2 
) sup _ ,~ m(t) \3nP(X l  <~ t)(PtX, > t) + 1] dt 
f 
~L, 
= 3 -1/2 m(t)(P(X~ <<, t))~"2(p(x1 > t))l:2dt. 
c( 
Let us consider the case of U-processes. We refer to Arcones and Gin6 (1993) for 
some general facts on U-processes, from where we borrow some notation. Let {X~}/= 
be a sequence of i.i.d.r.v.'s with values on Nd and let X be another .v. with the same 
distribution. Let m be a positive integer and let ,~ be a class of measurable symmetric 
functions on (Nd)~. The U-process with kernel .~ is defined by 
(n -- m)! ~ f(X~,, . . . .  X~,,,) " re  ,~-}, (3.14) 
{ U. ( f ) :=  n[ I ~.g. i l¢  . . .  :~ in, ~ I* I
were i~ 4= ... ¢ i,, means that ij ¢ ik i f j  4= k. We define 
Eh:= EEh(X  1 . . . . .  Xm)] ,  Pkf (x  1 . . . . .  Xk) = EE . f (X  1 . . . .  ,Xk ,Xk+ 1 . . . . .  Xm)] ,  
(3.15) 
T j l . . j k f (X1  . . . .  = j . . .  i f (y,  . . . . .  y, , jdQl (y l ) . . .dQ, , (y , , ) ,  
where 1 ~<Jl < "'" <<-jk <<- m and Qil = 6~, . . . . .  Qj, = 6~, and Qj = P ifjqi{j 1 . . . . . .  Jk}. 
We also define 
nk.,,f(xl . . . .  Xk) = (6x, -- P) "'" (6.,, -- p)p, , -k£ (3.16) 
where Q1 ... Q , , f=~ "'" ~f(x l ,  ... ,x~)dQ~(x~).. .  dQ,,(x,,). Then, Hoeffding de- 
composition can be written as 
U,( f )  = E l+ ~ ~ U,(rCk.k~j . . . .  i~ f) .  (3.17) 
k=l  l~ j l< . . ,< j~ <~m 
In the non-degenerated case, we follow the method in Arcones (1994a). First we 
present a lemma. 
Lemma3.5.  Let ~ be a class of measurable symmetric Junctions on (~d)k.  Let 
R 1 . . . . .  R k be bounded and are convex sets of ~d, containing more than one point. 
Suppose that ,~ restricted to F:= R1 x . . .  x R k is contained in ,~(F ,  Ko,K~). Let ql be 
a positive integer. 
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Then, 
E [sup  I U.(rCk.kflv)t] <<. c(Ko + K~p~)n-k/2(p(R1) "" P(Rk)) 1/z 
L f  • ~- 
ql 
+ ~" cK~p~n-k/22-t( ~ dk/2)(P(R1)... P(Rk)) 1/2 
t--1 
+ cK~p~2-q'~P(R~) ".. P(Rk), 
where p is the maximum of the diameters of R~ . . . . .  Rk. 
(3.18) 
Proof. The idea is to do the chaining in Theorem 2.1 up to the level ql. c will denote 
a finite constant depending only on c~,k and d, which may vary from line to line. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that R~, .. . ,  Rk ~ [0, 1] d. Let zt be a map 
defined as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in R1 x ..- x e Rk. By the argument in the 
proof of Lemma 2.2 
E sup I U,(~k.k%f)l] 
f ~ ~-  
<~ c(Ko + Kc~p~)n-k/2(p(R1) ".. P(Rk)) 1/2. 
By the argument in (2.7), 
E[sUPLs~ ~ IUn(7~k'kT$tf)-- Un(7[k'kTt l f ) [ ]  
<~ cK~p~n-k/22 ":-dg/2)(pRl ... PRk) 1/2. 
By (2.4) 
E[sup[U"(rCk'kf)--U"(uk';cq'f)IILf~.~ 
Hence, the claim follows. [] 
<  cK~p~2 q~P(R1) "'" P(Rk). 
Now, we can get a uniform central limit theorem for U-processes indexed by 
smooth functions: 
Theorem 3.6. Let ~ be a class of measurable functions on (Rd) m, let {Rj}j=I be 
a partition of ~d in bounded and convex sets, containing more than one point, and let 
Ko(.ji . . . . .  j,,), K,(.jl . . . . . .  j,,) be constants.for Jl . . . . .  j , ,/> 1. Suppose that: 
(i) ~ restricted to F( j l  . . . .  , j , ,):= Rj, × ..- × Rj,,, is contained in .~(F(.jl . . . . .  jm), 
Ko(j l  . . . .  , jm), K~(ja . . . . .  j,,)). 
(ii) ld < a. 
(iii) 
Ko(j l ,  ... ,j,,)(P(R1) "'" P(Rk)) 1/2 < ~ (3.19) 
J l  . . . . .  Jm = 1 
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and 
K~(jx . . . .  j~))(d( j , ,  ... ,j~))~ (P(R~) ... P(Rk)) 1/2 < oo, (3.20) 
Jl . . . . .  Jm =1 
where d( j l ,  ... , j,,) is the maximum of  the diameters of  Rj,, . . . .  Rj , .  
The//, { / / ' /2(U,( f )  - P" f ) : f  e ~} ~ { G( f ) :  f e ~},  where { G( f ) :  f ¢ ~} is a mean- 
zero Gaussia// process with covaria//ce give//by 
E [a ( f l )G( f2 ) ]  = Cov(P m ~/ i (X) ,P"  ~J2(X)). 
Proofi We do the Hoeffding decomposition (3.17). We claim that {rt ...... ~ fe ,~-}  
restricted to Rjl ~ x .., × Rjh ' is contained in 
,~(R j t ,x  "'" x Rjt~, Ko( j t  ...... jl~), K~(jt  ....... Jtk)), (3.21) 
where 
Ko(.jz ...... j,,) = ~ Ko(j~ . . . . .  jm) I~ P(Rj,) 
l ~ j t  l ~ l  <~m 
Iq~ll ~ . . . . .  lk] 14¢',1 . . . . .  k', 
K~(.j, ...... j,~) = ~ K~(j l  . . . . .  jm) ~ P(Rj,). 
l ~ j l  l ~ l<~m 
l¢{t~ ..... tkl t~,,1 ..... kl 
To  alleviate the notation, we assume that la = 1, . . . ,  I k = k. We have that 
T I . . . . .  l f (X l  . . . . .  Xk) = E [ f (x l  . . . . .  Xk, Xk + 1, ... , X,,,)] 
- i 
Jk+l . . . . .  j~ l  
I f  X l  ~ Rj~, . .  ,Xk ~ Rjk , 
iT1 . . . . .  l f (X l  . . . .  ,Xk )  j 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
E[ f  (x l . . . . .  Xk, Xk + 1 . . . . .  Xm)Ix~+, ~ R . . . . . . . .  X,.~ g,,]. 
o~ 
Ko(jx, ... , jm)P(Rjk,,) .." P(Rj~). 
Jk+t . . . .  ,j,,,= 1 
So, (3.22) follows. We also have that 
Drt, ..... , f (x ,  . . . .  ,xk) = E[D~f(xl ,  ... ,xk, X~+, . . . .  ,Xm)] 
for [r] ~ ft. This and the previous argument imply (3.23). From Lemma 3.5 and (3.21), 
we get that 
nl/2E sup I U,(~k,krj ...... j ,f)l ~< on(1-k)/2 + C//(I-k)/2 ~ 2-t(~-dk/2) + cn1/22-q~. 
Lf e ~r t=l 
Take ql (depending on n) so that 
ql 
n (1 -k ) /2  Z 2 t (ct -dk/2)  ~ / /1/2 2 q~,  
l= l  
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we get that 
nl/2E~sHpIUn(lZk,kZJ I-f e.~ . . . . . .  j~ f)  [] --~ 0, 
for each k ~> 2 and 1 ~<Jl < "" <Jk ~< m. By Theorem 3.1, {nl/2(U,(~jf) - Erjf):  
.f~,N} converges weakly for each 1 ~<j ~< m. Therefore, the result follows. [] 
We also have the following: 
Corollary 3.7. Let ,~ be a class of measurable functions on ~d Let {Xj}j%l be a 
sequence of i.i.d.r.v.'s with values in R d. Let ~ = ~((~d)m, Ko, K~), where ~, Ko and K, 
are finite constants. Suppose that ~ > ½d. Then, the following are equivalent: 
(i) Zj~ I(P(RJ)) 1/2 < ~, where {Rj}j% 1 is the partition of~ d consisting of the hyper- 
cubes of the fi~rm 
[kl,kl + 1) x -.. x [kd,ka + 1), 
where kl . . . . .  kd are integers. 
(ii) {nl/Z(U,(f) -- Pmf): f E ~} converges weakly. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.6, (i)implies (ii). Next, we show the converse. Let N = 
y~((Ed)m, m- 1Ko, m- 1K~). Given a function g on Ed, let z(g) be the function on (Rd)m 
defined by r(g)(xl . . . . .  xm) =g(x l )+ .-. +g(x,,). We have that {r(g):g~N} c
,~- and U,(r(g))= n-lY~'~=lg(Xi). So, the central limit theorem for ~ implies the 
central imit theorem for f¢. From this and Theorem 3.3, (ii) implies (i). [] 
Interestingly enough, bracketing does not give the central limit theorem for U- 
processes indexed by smooth functions under best conditions. Given c~ > 0, let ~o(C0 
denote the class of symmetric functions on (E0,1]a) " with rlfHo,([o,1],)m ~< 1 and 
H f dl,,~[o, 1]~)m _< 1. Let P be a distribution on ~d having a density with respect o the 
Lebesgue measure bounded below uniformly by a nonnegative constant. By e.g. 
Theorem 7.1.10 in Dudley (1984), there exists a nonnegative constant c such that 
log N~)(u, ~.~o(a), P") >1 c(K/u)a"/L (3.24) 
The fact that we are considering only symmetric functions does not make any 
difference. The bracketing condition which guarantees the central imit theorem for 
nondegenerate U-statistics is 
e(log N~(u,  ~,  p,,)1/2 du < (3.25) 
(see Theorem 4.10 in Arcones and Gin6, 1993). This condition is satisfied for the class 
~,~o(C0 only if ct > ½din. It follows from Theorem 3.6 that the central imit theorem for 
,~-o(Ct) is satisfied if c~ > ½d. 
Finally, we consider the case of canonical U-processes. A kernel h is said to be 
canonical ifh is symmetric, has finite second moment and Pf(xl  . . . . .  x,,_ 1) = 0 a.s. In 
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this case, the finite dimensional distributions of {nm/2u n(f):f ~ ,~} converge to those 
of a chaos process (see Arcones, 1994b; Arcones and Gin6, 1993). In fact, this can be 
expressed in the following way (see these references). Let L'z((Rd) ", pro) be the set of all 
P-canonical functions on (~d),,. Then, there is a chaos of order m, ~Yp,,,(ff) over 
a Gaussian linear space ff and a linear isometry 
,#p,,,,: L'2((~d) m, P") ~ ,;~p.,. (f~), (3.26) 
such that for each f~L '2 ,  (m!) l /2n" /2U. ( f )~.h"p, . , ( f ) .  We have that if 
{n ''2 U. ( f ) : f  G ,~-} converges weakly, then the limit is given by {,~ffp,.,(f):]'G ,~} and 
the process .#p,,.(f)}j.~  has a version in 
C.(~-, 11'1!2) = IH: H is a bounded,  ]1 - ll2-uniformly cont inuous function on ,T}. 
Next, we present a weak limit theorem for canonical U-processes indexed by smooth 
functions. 
Theorem 3.8. Let ~ be a class of canonical measurable functions on (~d),,. Let ~ o ~ "~ t ' ' j I j  =, 
be a partition of (Rd) m in symmetric, bounded and convex sets. Suppose that: 
(i) f f  restricted to Rj is contained in J~(Rj, Ko.j, K~,fl. 
(ii) ½dm < ~. 
(iii) Zj=I (Ko , j - F  ~.o, j  . . . . .  j tu t . . j f  ~ ~: . . t~ .  GR j} )  1/2 <~dS. 
Then, {n~/2U.(f):.f G Y} -~ {3ffp,,.(f):f G J} .  
Proof. It follows directly from Theorem 2.3. Just, observe that i f f  is a canonical 
function E[nml U,(f) l  2] ~< m!E[ fz (x1  . . . .  ,X,,)] and n ~/21U,(f)] ~< n~/Z(n - m)! 
(n!) ~lk.fll .... [ ]  
Condition (i) in the last theorem is sharp: 
Theorem 3.9. Let { X j} [= , be a sequence of i.i.d.r.v.'s on [0, 1] a with uniform distribution. 
Let ,~ be the class of all canonical functions on ([0, 1]a) " contained in ~(( [0 ,  1]d) m, 1, 1), 
where ~ = ½dm. Then, {nm/2U,(f):.f G~} fails to converge weakly. 
Proof. By the remark above, it suffices to show that {Kp,m(f): fe ,~} does not have 
any version with uniformly continuous paths. We argue by contradiction. Let 
f (x l  . . . .  ,x,,) be a function in Y which is different from zero, but it is zero on the 
boundary. Let a 2 be the variance of f (X1,  ... ,Xm). For each k and each d dimen- 
sional vectors il, ... ,i,,, such that ij = [lj"(1) . . . .  ,lj'ld)lp where t i'll) is an integer, 
0 ~< i) l~ ~< k - 1, we define 
{~0 (ll .411 J'k,i ...... i,,,(xl . . . . .  x,,) = ~f(k(xa - il) . . . . .  k(x,, - ira)) if iJl)/k <<, xj < tt~ + 1)/k, 
otherwise. 
Let 
A. ,  . . . . . .  i , , ,(x, . . . . .  x , , )  = smf~, i  . . . . . .  i ° , (x , ,  . . .  , x , , )  
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where 
stay(x1 . . . . .  x,,) = (m!)- 1 ~ f(x17(1) . . . .  , X~(m)), 
17 
here the sum extends over all permutations a of {1, ... ,m}. Then each fk,i ...... i~ is 
canonical, fk,i ...... i, E ~-,,1(([0, 1]a) ") for each i~, . . . ,  i,, and these functions have dis- 
joint supports. For  each 16~ ...... ~,l ~< 1 and each d dimensional vector il . . . . .  i,, such 
. ( k )  . (k )  that lj < lj+ l, for each 1 ~<j ~< d - 1 and each 1 <~ k <~ m, ~i . . . . . .  i .  ¢~jfk,i . . . . . .  i,. E 
(~2 E ~C2 Lmd I? ~c2 k -mda2 and EIZi  . . . . . .  i .  6 j fk , i  . . . . . .  i, l z=Z i  ...... i~ j Jka ...... i, ="  "-':k,1 = ~0 as 
k--+ oo. If {Ke,m( f ) : fe  ~,~} had a version with uniformly continuous paths, then 
sup [ Ke , , , (  ~ 3 j fk , i  I k ...... i,~/ = ~, I Ke , , , ( fk , i  ...... i~,l ~0  as  
16jl ~< 1 - " i 1 . . . .  ,im 
k --, ~.  (3.27) 
Since Kp,,,(f)  belongs to the chaos of order m, II Ke,,,(f)112 ~< e" II Ke,,.(f)II a. Hence 
.,Y',... ,~, I Kp,,,(fk,j ...... ~)1 z <~ k"allKe"(fk'~)l lz <~ cr (3.28) 
and 
i,, Z... ,i~ ]Ke,m(fk,i ...... i .) l  1 
= ~ IIgP,m(A,i ...... i~)111 
i t ,  " . .  , im 
~>e m ~ Ilge,m(fk,i ...... ,m) l l2=e ~ ~, IIA,* ...... iml12 
i1, " "  ,i,n il, "'" ,ira 
But (3.27)-(3.29) contradict he Paley Zygmund's inequality. [] 
(3.29) 
4. Some applications under dependence conditions 
In this section we consider weak limit theorems for empirical processes indexed by 
smooth functions, whose underlying sequence satisfies a dependence condition. The 
framework in this section is as follows: {Xj}j%~ is a strictly stationary sequence of 
r.v.'s with values in R e and Y is a class of functions on R d such that ~,~ restricted to 
R ~ Rj is contained in Y~(Rj, Ko4, K~,j), where { j}j= 1 is a partition of [~d in bounded 
and convex sets, containing more than one point. The question is to give sufficient 
conditions in order that 
{ aJ1 ~ (4.1) 
converges weakly uniformly on ~,  where a, is a suitable normalizing sequence. 
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First, we consider the ~ mixing case. Let {Xj }j% ~ be a strictly stationary sequence of 
r.v.'s with values in ~d. Then, the ~ sequence is defined by 
~k:= sup { [ Pr(AB) - Pr(A)Pr(B)I: A e a~, B ~ 6£'+l} 
l ) l  
where cr~ = a(X1 . . . . .  Xt) and o-~ = a(Xl,Xl+ 1 . . . .  ). We have the following: 
(4.2) 
Theorem 4.1. With the above notation, suppose that, jor some 2 < p < oc: 
(i) Y2=1 ~, n2/lp 2) < ~, 
(ii) d(p  --  1)/p < ~. 
:o l¢-(p~t-dp+d)p lct-I~d(p 1)p tzt I 
(iii) Zj=I (Ko , j  + , '~o,j ..~,j (d(Rj)) d(p 1) /P ) (P r{X  ~ Rj}) lip < Gc. 
Then, {n ~/2Z~=~(f (X~)-E[ J ' (X j ) ] ) "  .f a~} converges weakly to a centered 
Gaussian process { G(f): f a .~} with covariance given by 
E[G( f l )G( . f2) ] :  = E[ ( . f l (X , )  -E f , (X , ) ) ( f2 (X , )  - E.f2(X1))] 
+ ~, (E[(. f l (X1) - f f l (X1) ) ( J2 (X l+k)  - E f2(X,+k)) ]  
k=l  
+ E[(f2(XO - EJ2(X1))(JI(XI+k) -- Ef~(Xl+k))]). (4.3) 
Proof.  The convergence of the finite dimensional distributions follows from Theorem 1 
in Doukhan et al. (1994). By Theorem 1.2 in Rio (1993), there is a finite constant 
e, depending only on the ~-mixing sequence, such that for each measurable function 
f on Lp 
So, the result follows from Theorem 2.3. [] 
Theorem 4.2. Let {X~}j% 1 be a strictly stationary sequence of r.v.'s with values in ~d. 
Let m : ~ ~ R be a nonnegative function. Let g be the class of all the functions on ~ such 
that there exists a function g such that Ig(t)l ~< m(t),for each t ~ ~, and f(t) - f ( s )  = 
~y(u)du, for each s < t. Let 2 < p < ~. Suppose that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
(i) Z~=,~.n  2/(p-2) < o~. 
(ii) ~_~m(t)(P(X1 <~ t))I/P(P(X1 > t))l/Pdt < oo. 
(iii) P(]XI >~ t)~t_,m(s)ds--*O as t ~cc. 
(iv) supk~l~<~[m(x)] < vc, for each M < v~. 
Then, {n-1/zY~7= l ( f (X i )  - E[f(Xi)]) :  f e Y}  converges weakly. 
Proof.  It follows from Theorem 2.5. The convergence of the finite dimensional distri- 
butions follows from the cited reference. By (4.4), 
E[n -1 ~( Ix ,~A-P(A) )2]<.c(P(A) )Z /P(1-P(A) )  zip. 
j - i  
The rest of the conditions can be checked as in Theorem 3.4. [] 
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Next, we consider the case of sequences atisfying a p-mixing condition. The 
p sequence of stationary sequence of r.v.'s {Xj}~% ~ is defined by 
p,:= sup{ lE[ f , (X ,  . . . .  , Xk)fE(Xk+.+ ~ . . . . .  Xk+,+j)] 
-- E[ f l (X I  . . . . .  Xk)]E[.fz(Xk+,+~ . . . .  , Xk+,+j)][: E [ f2 (X ,  . . . . .  Xk)] <~ 1; 
E[fz2(Xk+n+1 . . . . .  Xk+n+j)] <~ 1, 1 <~ k,j}. 
Theorem 4.3. Let  {Xj}j°~= 1 be a strictly stationary sequence of r.v.'s with values in Ed. 
Suppose that: 
(i) L~=a p(2") < ~. 
(ii) ½d < ~. 
oc iK(2~_d)(2~)-, /(.d2!~) 1 (iii) Yu= ~(Ko,j + ,~o,j ..~,j (d(Rj))d/2)(Pr{X e Rj}) 1/2 < oz. 
Then, {n-1/2y,= l ( f (X f l _  E[f(Xj)]) :  f 6 ~} converges weakly to a centered Gaus- 
sian process {G(f): f 6 ,~} with covariance given by (4.3). 
Proof. The convergence of the finite dimensional distributions follows from The- 
orem 2.2 in Ibragimov (1975). By Lemma 1 in Peligrad (1987), there exists a finite 
constant c, depending only on the p-mixing sequence, such that for each measurable 
function f on L 2 
E n - '  ( f (Xf l  - E[ f (X j ) ] )  <~ cE[f2(X,)] .  
j= l  
So, the result follows from Theorem 2.3. [] 
By previous arguments, we also have: 
Theorem 4.4. Let {Xj}j% l be a strictly stationary sequence of r.v.'s with values in Ed. 
Let m: E ~ E be a nonnegative function. Let .~ be the class of all the functions on ~ such 
that there exists a function g such that [g(t)[ ~< m(t),for each t ~ ~, and f ( t ) -  f ( s )= 
~g(u) du, for each s < t. Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) Y.% 1 p(2") < ~. 
(ii) ~o~m(t)(P(X1 <<, t))I/Z(P(X1 > t))I/Z dt < 0o. 
(iii) P(IX1 ] >~ t)~'_tm(s)ds ~0 as t ~oc. 
(iv) suplxl<Mlm(x)l < oc, ,for each m < ~. 
Then, {n- 1/2~7= a ( f  (Xi) - E [ f  (Xi)]): f ~ ,~} converges weakly. 
Finally, we will consider the long range dependence case. Let {Xj}j°°= 1 be a E u- 
valued stationary mean-zero Gaussian sequence, i.e. a Gaussian process indexed by t~. 
Set Xj = ,--JtY!I), ... , x]d)). Given a function f :  [~d ._. E, several authors have given some 
sufficient conditions in the covariance of the process, i.e. conditions in 
rtp,q)(k ) : ~L"a- lI:vvtP)v(q)lxl +k J,3 in order that 
a2 1 ( f (X j )  -- E[ f (Xf l ] )  (4.5) 
j= l  n=l  
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converges in distribution for some sequence {a, },~= ~. We refer to Arcones (1994c) for 
a review of this subject. 
We get the following result directly from Theorems 2.3 and 2.5 and Theorem 2 in 
Arcones (1994c): 
Theorem 4.5. With the above notation, suppose that: 
(i) The sequence of covariances r (P 'q}(k)  --  "~ L-~rvtv)v(q)~,+kJ,1 where r is an3' integer so 
large that r, r + k >7 1, is such that the following limits 
lim n 1 ~. r~P'q)(j - k) (4.6) 
n~ j .k= l 
and 
lim n-1 ~ (r(p,q)(j _ k))Z (4.7) 
n ~ ,~ j.k = 1 
exist fi)r each 1 <~ p, q <~ d. 
(ii) ½d < :~. 
(iii) ~ K Kt2~ d)(2~)~Kd(2~) -~ ~j=x( o. j+ o,j ~,j (d(Rj))d/Z)(Pr{XeRj}) 1/2 <oc. 
Then, {n ~/2~.~=,(f(X~) - E[f(X~)]): f ~ /Y} ~ {G( f ) : f  6 ,~}, where {G( f ) : f  ~ ~} 
is a centered Gaussian process with covariance given by (4.3). 
Theorem 4.6. With the above notation, let m:~--* ~ be a nonnegative junction. Let 
,~ be the class of all the functions on ~ such that there exists a,function g such that 
Ig(t) ~< m(t), for each t ~ •, and f (t) - f (s) = ~t s g(u)du, for each s < t. Suppose that: 
(i) The sequence of covariances r(V'q)(k) satiksfies the following conditions (4.6) 
and (4.7). 
(ii) ~i~ m(t)(P(X1 <<, t))I/2(P(X~ > t))i/2dt < go. 
(iii) P( lXl l  >~ t)~t_, m(s)ds--*O as t ~c~. 
(iv) supl~l<_MIm(x)l < ,~, fi~r each m < ~. 
Then, {n 1227_x( f (X i )  - E[. f(Xi)]) :  f e ,Y}  converges weakly. 
This method also applies to other situations, ee for example the cases in Theorems 
4 and 6 in Arcones (1994c). 
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